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Abstract

• Context One of the challenges of forest adaptation to climate change is to encourage
private forest owners to implement adaptation strategies.
• Aims We suggest the analysis of forest insurance contracts against natural hazards as a
vector to promote the implementation of adaptation efforts by private forest owners.
• Methods We propose a theoretical model of insurance economics under risk and under
uncertainty.
• Results Our results indicate that when climate change makes the probability of the occurrence of the natural event uncertain, then it may be relevant to include adaptation efforts
in the insurance contract, leading to an increase in the adaptation efforts of risk-averse
and uncertainty-averse forest owners. In addition, we show that the relevance of insurance as a vector to promote adaptation efforts is greater when the forest owner’s effort is
unobservable by the insurer as compared to a situation of perfectly observable effort.
• Conclusion Under some realistic assumptions, the forest insurance contract seems to be
a relevant tool to encourage forest owners to adapt to climate change.
Keywords: forest, insurance, risk, uncertainty, climate change, adaptation strategy.
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Introduction

As a result of increasing temperatures, changes in water regimes and unforeseen disturbances,
climate change is likely to have an impact on various ecosystems, especially that of the forest.
Indeed, temperature, solar radiation, rainfall and atmospheric CO2 concentrations represent major
direct drivers of forest productivity and forest dynamics (Scholes et al. 2014). In addition, since
forest management decisions have long-term implications beacuse of standard rotation lengths that
range between four and 15 decades, and because decisions such as the choice of tree density or
species are largely irreversible, the forest seems to be of particular interest for analyzing adaptation
to climate change.
One of the main concerns with regard to climate change and forests is that climate change increases the frequency and severity of natural events, making forest management riskier (Spittlehouse
and Stewart 2003; Van Aalst 2006). In addition, the impact of climate change on the characteristics
of natural hazards is widely uncertain, particularly in terms of occurrence. An increasing number
of natural events have occured in the last decade, whereas the probability of the occurrence of these
events is still largely uncertain. This finding has put governments under increasing pressure to implement policies and investment projects to facilitate climate change adaptation (Hochrainer-Stigler
et al. 2014; Van Aalst 2006).
In such a context, many forest adaptation options are recommended to address climate change.
Examples include the reduction of rotation lengths (Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003; Seidl et al.
2011), a shift from monoculture to mixed stands (Shou et al. 2012), planting alternate genotypes
or new species (Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003; Carina and Keskitalo 2011), sanitation thinning
(Spittlehouse and Stewart 2003; Guariguata et al. 2008), among others. These adaptation strategies
represent high costs for the forest owner because they imply extensive modifications of the forest
management. In addition, the results of such strategies, although they may reduce risks, are largely
unknown in a context of climate change.
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In addition to these existing adaptation options, the forest owner can also adopt risk-sharing
strategies. In some countries (Denmark, France, Germany, Japan, Sweden, etc.), insurance contracts
against fire and/or storm are proposed to private forest owners (Holecy and Hanewinkel 2006;
Brunette and Couture 2008; Brunette et al. 2015). The private forest insurance market is different
from one country to the next since it depends on environmental, economic and political conditions
(Brunette and Couture 2008; Brunette et al. 2015). For example, in Europe, disparities exist
between France and Germany where only 2% and 5%, respectively, of the private forest owners are
insured against storm, and Denmark and Sweden where this figure is 68% and 90%, respectively
(Brunette and Couture 2008). Concerning forest fire insurance, Brunette et al. (2015) reported
that only 1.25% of the insurable land in Spain is insured, and less than 0.5% of the forest cover in
Slovakia. Such insurance also exists outside of Europe, in New Zealand (Manley and Watt 2009),
China (Dai et al. 2016) and USA (Deng et al. 2015), for example.
Consequently, in a context where private insurance is available, costly adaptation strategies
exist, and the impacts of climate change on the occurrence of natural hazards and the consequences
of adaptation actions are largely uncertain, the major question is how to encourage private forest
owners to implement adaptation strategies.
In this paper, we suggest the analysis of forest insurance contracts against natural events as a
vector to promote the adoption of adaptation strategies by private forest owners1 . Our idea is that
these existing forest insurance contracts could include the forest owner’s adaptation effort. Since
adaptation efforts are risk-reducing, they make it possible to decrease the forest insurance premium
against natural hazards. Both forest owners and insurers may benefit from such contracts.
The standard theoretical framework of insurance demand (Mossin 1968) may be used to model
an insurance contract depending on adapation efforts. This standard framework has rarely been
applied to analyze forest insurance. Brunette and Couture (2008) adapted the model of Mossin
1

This suggestion is in line with the recommendations to use private-sector insurance as a vehicle to finance climate
resilience and adaptation (OECD 2015, Global Agenda Council on Climate Change 2014, Article 4.8 of the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and Article 3.14 of the Kyoto Protocol).
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(1968) to some forest specificities: loss proportional to the value of the forest stand in the event
of risk occurrence and a multiple-state model, and studied forest owners’ insurance decisions under
risk with several public programs. In the same way, Brunette et al. (2013) proposed an extension of
the initial Mossin model by considering uncertainty in relation to the probability of risk occurrence,
and experimentally tested their theoretical predictions about optimal insurance decisions. They
found that participants in the uncertainty context are consistently willing to pay more to be fully
insured than participants in the risk situation. To our knowledge, there is no extension of the standard theoretical model that focuses on the introduction of risk-reduction efforts into the insurance
contract under uncertainty.
Consequently, we propose a theoretical model of insurance economics that determines the forest
owner’s optimal adaptation efforts and the associated optimal level of forest insurance. This model
will compare different situations. First, we propose to compare the optimal adaptation effort under
risk and under uncertainty. Risk refers to a situation where the probability of the occurrence
of a disaster is well-known, whereas uncertainty refers to a situation in which the probability of
occurrence is not known (Knight 1921). In our context, we assume that climate change makes
the probability of occurrence of the natural hazard uncertain. By doing that, we are consistent
with the approach suggested by Yousefpour et al. (2012) who report that: “we are facing a new
kind of uncertainties, which has been little addressed in the forest management and decision-making
literature and that are those implied by climate change”. Second, we consider that the insurer may
or may not observe the adaptation effort implemented by the forest owner at the time that the
insurance contract is taken out. An observable adaptation effort may be, for example, the financial
contribution to a forest adaptation fund2 . In contrast, an unobservable adaptation effort could be
the implementation of sanitation thinning or the reduction of rotation length that requires a costly
2

Some funds related to climate change and the forest have emerged: the Forest Climate Fund in Germany (http :
//www.bmel.de/EN/F orests − F isheries/F orests/T exte/F orestClimateF und.html), the Strategic Forest Carbon
Fund in France (http : //f bie.org/projet − f oret − bois/), etc. They support actions in relation to forest area
development, forest resilience, forest adaptation strategies, etc. and, consequently, contribution to such funds may
be considered as an observable adaptation effort.
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ex ante control by the insurer.
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Material and methods

2.1

The insurance model under risk

Consider a private forest owner with an initial wealth W0 corresponding to the commercial value of
a timber stand at the optimal cut period. This initial wealth is exposed to a probability q that a
natural hazard occurrence will affect the value of the forest stand. The proportion of the damaged
stand affected by the hazard is designated by x. The loss xW0 is proportional to the value of the
stand, as suggested in the literature (Brunette and Couture 2008). The final wealth would thus
be W0 if no hazard occurs, or W0 − xW0 in the case of loss. In order to reduce the risk exposure,
the forest owner can make an adaptation effort a. Assuming that the forest damage proportion x
is a decreasing function of the adaptation effort a, we have: x = x(a), x0 (a) < 0. Moreover, we
assume that the returns on adaptation efforts are decreasing (i.e., x00 (a) > 0). The forest owner’s
preferences are characterized by a classical von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function U (W ), which
is strictly increasing and concave (U 0 (W ) > 0, U 00 (W ) < 0). This risk aversion hypothesis is in line
with the forest economics literature that reports that risk aversion plays a significant role in the
forest owner’s adaptation decision (Brunette et al. 2014a).
In addition, the forest owner may purchase an insurance contract from a risk-neutral insurer
that specifies three factors: the insurance premium P , the compensation I and the deductible F .
The unit price of insurance is designated by p, so that: P = pI.
Consequently, in order to choose the optimal levels of insurance and adaptation effort (FR , aR ),
the forest owner maximizes the following expected utility:

M ax(FR ,aR ) EU (W ) = (1 − q)U (W1R ) + qU (W2R )
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(1)

where W1R is the final wealth with no loss, and W2R the final wealth when a loss occurs, under
risk. In this context, we analyze two situations: when the insurer observes the forest owner’s
adaptation effort and when the insurer does not observe this effort.

2.1.1

Observability of the adaptation effort

When the insurer observes the forest owner’s adaptation effort, the compensation is then I =
o = W −
x(aoR )W0 − FRo . In such a context, the wealth when no natural hazard occurs is W1R
0
o = W − p(x(ao )W − F o ) − ao − F o .
p(x(aoR )W0 − FRo ) − aoR and when it occurs: W2R
0
0
R
R
R
R

The first-order conditions defining optimal insurance and adaptation effort may be written as
follows:

1
p

(2)

o∗
o∗
0
o∗
0
o∗
(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) + qU 0 (W2R
) = −x0 (ao∗
R )W0 p[(1 − q)U (W1R ) + qU (W2R )]

(3)

o∗
o∗
o∗
(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) + qU 0 (W2R
) = qU 0 (W2R
)×

At the optimum, the marginal cost of adaptation effort ao∗
R (LHS of condition (3)) is equal to its
marginal benefit (RHS of condition (3)), in terms of expected utility. The same comment applies
for optimal insurance FRo∗ with regard to condition (2).

2.1.2

Unobservability of the adaptation effort

When the insurer does not observe the forest owner’s adaptation effort, it is then considered that
a = 0 when calculating the compensation. The compensation is then I = x(0)W0 − FRu . In such a
u = W − p(x(0)W − F u ) − au and when
context, the wealth when no natural hazard occurs is W1R
0
0
R
R
u = W − p(x(0)W − F u ) − au − x(au )W + x(0)W − F u .
it occurs: W2R
0
0
0
0
R
R
R
R

After some changes, the first-order conditions defining optimal insurance and unobservable effort
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may be written as follows:

1
p

(4)

u∗
u∗
0
u∗
(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) + qU 0 (W2R
) = −x0 (au∗
R )W0 qU (W2R )

(5)

u∗
u∗
u∗
(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) + qU 0 (W2R
) = qU 0 (W2R
)×

Then, at the optimum, the marginal cost of optimal insurance FRu∗ and adaptation effort au∗
R
(LHS), respectively, is equal to its marginal benefit (RHS) in expected utility terms.

2.2

The insurance model under uncertainty

We consider the same forest owner facing the same problem, but since climate change makes the
probability of occurrence of natural events uncertain in this case, we assume that the probability q
of the loss is uncertain3 and is represented by a stochastic variable q̃ = q + ϕ̃ with E(ϕ̃) = 0, where
E is the term of expectation for ϕ̃.
The forest owner is characterized by both a von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function U (.),
strictly increasing and concave (U 0 (.) > 0, U 00 (.) < 0), which captures the owner’s risk aversion,
and an increasing and concave function φ(.) defined over the expectation of U (.), representing the
forest owner’s uncertainty aversion. This way to consider uncertainty comes from the expected
recursive utility theory of Klibanoff et al. (2005). As usual, we assume that the insurer is risk- and
uncertainty-neutral. The forest owner has to choose the insurance deductible FU and the adaptation
effort aU under uncertainty.
Thus, in order to choose the optimal couple of decisions (FU , aU ), the forest owner maximizes
the following expected recursive utility:

M ax(FU ,aU ) EV (W ) = Eϕ̃ φ[U (W ), ϕ̃] = Eϕ̃ φ[(1 − q̃)U (W1U ) + q̃U (W2U )]

(6)

3
We consider uncertainty as situations in which forest owners do not have perfect knowledge about the probabilities.
In decision theory, such an uncertainty is defined as ambiguity.
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where W1U is the final wealth with no loss, and W2U the final wealth when a loss occurs under
uncertainty. In this context, we analyze the optimal adaptation effort when the insurer observes
and does not observe this effort.

2.2.1

Observability of adaptation effort

When the insurer observes the forest owner’s adaptation effort, the insurance compensation is then
I = x(aoU )W0 − FUo . The wealths in both cases are defined as being under risk.
The first-order conditions defining optimal insurance and adaptation effort are:

∂EV (W )
∂F
∂EV (W )
∂a


o∗
o∗
= Eϕ̃ φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃][(1 − q̃)U 0 (W1U
)p − q̃U 0 (W2U
)(1 − p)] = 0

(7)


o∗
0
o∗
0 o∗
= Eϕ̃ φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃][q̃U 0 (W2U
)(−px0 (ao∗
U )W0 − 1) + (1 − q̃)U (W1U )(−px (aU )W0 − 1)]
= 0

(8)

These conditions reveal that, at the optimum, the marginal cost of insurance and adaptation
effort is equal to its marginal benefit, expressed in expected recursive utility terms.

2.2.2

Unobservability of adaptation effort

When the insurer does not observe the forest owner’s adaptation effort, the compensation is then
I = x(0) − FUu . The wealths in the two states of the world are defined as being under risk.
In this context, after some rearrangement, the first-order conditions defining optimal insurance
and adaptation effort may be written as follows:

u∗ )
q̃U 0 (W2U
cov(φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃], EUF0 ) 1
−
×
p
Eϕ̃ φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃]
p
0
0
cov(φ [U (W ), ϕ̃], EUa )
u∗
u∗
0
u∗
q̃U 0 (W2U
) + (1 − q̃)U 0 (W1U
) = −q̃x0 (au∗
U )W0 U (W2U ) +
Eϕ̃ φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃]
u∗
u∗
q̃U 0 (W2U
) + (1 − q̃)U 0 (W1U
)=

(9)
(10)

u∗ )(p − 1) + (1 − q̃)U 0 (W u∗ )p] and EU 0 = [q̃U 0 (W u∗ )(−1 − x0 (au∗ )W ) −
where EUF0 = [q̃U 0 (W2U
0
a
1U
2U
U
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u∗ )].
(1 − q̃)U 0 (W1U

Then, at the optimum, the marginal cost of insurance (LHS of condition (9)) is equal to its
marginal benefit (RHS of condition (9)). The same comment applies for the adaptation effort with
regard to condition (10).
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Results

3.1
3.1.1

Observability vs. unobservability
Under risk

When the forest owner’s adaptation effort is observable by the insurer, the LHS of conditions (2)
and (3) are identical. Then, equalizing the RHS makes it appear that the forest owner invests in
adaptation efforts in order to equalize the marginal returns of each risk-reducing mechanism:

−x0 (ao∗
R )W0 =

1
p

(11)

Consequently, at equilibrium, the marginal return of adaptation efforts equalizes the reverse of
the marginal return of insurance. The unit price of the insurance then indirectly determines the
adaptation effort chosen by the forest owner, who sets the level of effort at the point that equalizes
marginal returns, and complements it by buying some insurance coverage for the residual risk.
This result is still true when the adaptation effort is unobservable by the insurer. In fact, the
LHS of conditions (4) and (5) are identical, so equalizing the RHS leads to the same result as
presented in condition (11). This means that under risk, the optimal level of adaptation effort is
the same regardless of the observability of the effort.
These findings lead to the following proposition:
Proposition 1 Under risk, the optimal adaptation effort of a risk-averse forest owner is the same
when the effort is observable by the insurer as when the effort is unobservable.
9

The proof of Proposition 1 is given in Appendix A.
Proposition 1 means that under risk, regardless of the observability of the adaptation effort of a
risk-averse forest owner by a risk-neutral insurer, the implementation of a forest insurance contract
with a premium directly depending on the adaptation effort is ineffective in terms of the individual’s
incentives to adapt to climate change.

3.1.2

Under uncertainty

When the insurer observes the adaptation effort implemented by the forest owner, then equalizing
conditions (7) and (8) makes it appear that the equilibrium obtained is the same as that presented in
condition (11). Consequently, at equilibrium, the marginal return of the adaptation effort equalizes
the reverse of the marginal return of insurance.
However, since we introduce the assumption of unobservability of the adaptation effort, then the
equilibrium changes. We can easily observe that the LHS of conditions (9) and (10) are identical.
Consequently, equalizing the RHS leads to:



1
cov(φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃], EUa0 ) 1 cov(φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃], EUF0 )
1
×
+ x0 (au∗
)W
=
+
×
0
U
u∗ )
p
Eϕ̃ φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃]
p
Eϕ̃ φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃]
q̃U 0 (W2U

(12)

The optimal level of the adaptation effort depends on the comparison between the marginal
benefit and the marginal cost of the adaptation effort, as previously presented in condition (11),
but also on an additional term whose sign is a function of the uncertainty preferences. Under
uncertainty neutrality, the RHS of condition (12) is equal to zero; under uncertainty aversion, it is
positive; and under uncertainty prone assumption, this RHS term is negative. This means that under
uncertainty neutrality, the optimal adaptation efforts under observability and unobservability are
the same, so that implementing an insurance contract with a premium depending on the adaptation
effort would not be efficient. Under an uncertainty-prone assumption, the optimal level of the
adaptation effort is lower than under uncertainty neutrality. Finally, under uncertainty aversion,
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the optimal adaptation effort is higher than under neutrality, making the insurance contract relevant
to encourage forest owners to adapt to climate change.
These findings lead to the following proposition:
Proposition 2 Under uncertainty, the optimal adaptation effort of a risk-averse and uncertaintyaverse forest owner is higher when the effort is unobservable by the insurer than when the effort is
observable.
The proof of Proposition 2 is given in Appendix B.
Proposition 2 indicates that under uncertainty, the implementation of a forest insurance contract
with a premium depending on the adaptation effort of the owner could be more efficient in terms of
an individual’s incentives to adapt to climate change when the effort of a risk-averse and uncertaintyaverse forest owner is unobservable by the insurer than when it is observable.

3.2

Risk vs. uncertainty

The situation under risk does not take the uncertain impact of climate change on the probability of
occurrence of natural events into account. Consequently, comparing the optimal adaptation effort
under risk (conditions (2), (3), (4) and (5)) and under uncertainty (conditions (7), (8), (9) and (10))
makes it possible to infer the role of climate change in the model. This comparison leads to the
following proposition:
Proposition 3 The optimal levels of forest owners’ adaptation efforts under risk and under uncertainty when the adaptation effort is observable by the insurer are identical. When the effort is
unobservable, the optimal level of adaptation effort under uncertainty is higher (lower or identical,
respectively) than the optimal level of adaptation effort under risk if the forest owner is risk-averse
and uncertainty-averse (prone or neutral, respectively).
The proof of this proposition is derived from the results obtained in Propositions 1 and 2.
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Proposition 3 means that when the uncertain impact of climate change is not taken into account, the insurance contract does not appear to be an interesting vector to promote risk-reducing
strategies among the forest owner population. However, the introduction of climate change into
the model through its uncertain impact on the probability of the occurrence of natural events
seems to legitimize the use of forest insurance contracts as incentives to encourage risk-averse and
uncertainty-averse forest owners to undertake adaptation efforts to address climate change when
the effort is unobservable.

4

Discussion

Our results indicate that incorporating adaptation efforts into forest insurance contracts may be an
effective means to encourage forest owners to adapt to climate change when: (1) the probability
of occurrence of the insured natural event is uncertain; (2) the forest owner is risk-averse and
uncertainty-averse; and (3) the forest owner’s adaptation effort is unobservable by the insurer. We
discuss how realistic these three conditions are below.

Uncertain probabilities. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) released
a special report on extreme events and disasters in 2012 (IPCC SREX). This report concludes
that “changing climate leads to changes in the frequency, intensity, spatial extent, duration, and
timing of extreme weather and climate events, and can result in unprecedented extreme weather and
climate events” (IPCC 2012b). The IPCC also specifies that, by definition, extreme events seldom
occur (IPCC 2012a), so that identifying long-term trends and making projections for the future is
therefore very complicated (Banholzer et al. 2014). These findings are in accordance with our point
(1). However, they also underline the fact that uncertainty characterizes the intensity of natural
events as well, which is probably a promising way to extend our model.
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Risk and uncertainty aversion. The forest owner’s risk aversion is a widespread assumption
in the literature. Many theoretical papers have focused on the impact of the forest owner’s risk
aversion on various types of decisions such as rotation length (Uusivuori 2002; Gong and Löfgren
2003), forest investments (Kangas 1994), harvesting (Brunette et al. 2015a) and species change
(Brunette et al. 2014a).
However, few empirical studies have attempted to characterize the forest owner’s risk preferences.
Lönnstedt and Svensson (2000), through telephone interviews of a sample of Swedish forest owners,
found risk-prone attitudes when small sums of money were at stake, whereas they found risk-averse
attitudes when large sums were at stake. Andersson and Gong (2010) found that a majority of
Swedish forest owners were risk-neutral or risk-prone. As the result of a field experiment they
carried out, Brunette et al. (2013) concluded that French private forest owners were risk-averse.
Recently, Brunette et al. (2014b) found that French private forest owners are risk-averse with an
average relative risk aversion coefficient of 1.15.
To our knowledge, the only study dealing with the uncertainty aversion of forest owners was
proposed by Brunette et al. (2013). They questioned 42 French private forest owners on their
willingness-to-pay to be fully insured against forest fire risk. The probability of occurrence of a fire
is uncertain. They analyzed the risk and uncertainty preferences through the ratio of willingness-topay to expected loss (Kunreuther et al. 1995). The results indicated that this ratio is higher under
uncertainty than under risk, regardless of the level of income, concluding that the forest owners
interviewed were uncertainty-averse.
This brief overview indicates that our point (2) on risk aversion and uncertainty aversion of
private forest owners seems to be plausible.

Unobservable adaptation effort. We mentioned many potential adaptation strategies in the
introduction: reduction of rotation length, a shift from monoculture to mixed stands, planting
alternate genotypes or new species, sanitation thinning, etc. These adaptation strategies are unob13

servable by the insurer at the time the insurance contract is taken out due to high compliance/control
costs. In contrast, financial contribution to a forest adaptation fund is observable by the insurer.
Another example may be a financial contribution to firefighting associations like the one existing in
the south of France, the DFCI (Defense of Forests against Fire).
It is easy to observe that unobservability by the insurer characterizes most of the adaptation
effort that a forest owner may undertake. Cases where the effort is observable by the insurer are
scarce and focus mainly on financial contributions, making our point (3) on unobservability realistic.
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Conclusion

This article questions the relevance of incorporating adaptation efforts into forest insurance contracts
against natural events as a means to encourage private forest owners to adopt adaptation actions.
For that purpose, we propose an insurance economics model that determines the optimal adaptation
effort under risk and under uncertainty when the insurer may or may not observe the forest owner’s
adaptation effort. Uncertainty allows us to consider the impact of climate change on the frequency
of natural hazards.
We show that under some assumptions, incorporating the adaptation effort into forest insurance
contracts may be a relevant vector to incite the implementation of adaptation strategies by the
forest owner. More precisely, such a contract may be useful when the probability of occurrence of
the natural hazard is uncertain, the forest owner is risk-averse and uncertainty-averse, and when
the forest owner’s adaptation effort is unobservable. These assumptions are mainly discussed with
regard to the literature and were found to be realistic.
Several follow-ups to this paper appear to be of interest. First, as mentioned in the discussion,
we assume uncertainty on the probability of occurrence of the natural hazard, but uncertainty may
also characterize the damage. Experimental economics studies on this subject have been proposed
in an insurance context (Hogarth and Kunreuther 1989; Kunreuther et al. 1993). Second, it may
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also be interesting to empirically test the results obtained in this paper through an experiment in
which the observability by the insurer of the forest owner’s adaptation effort would be taken into
consideration.
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Appendix 1: Proof of Proposition 1

Under risk, when the insurer observes the adaptation effort, the first-order conditions are:

∂EU (W )
o∗
o∗
= p(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) − (1 − p)qU 0 (W2R
)=0
∂F
∂EU (W )
o∗
o∗
= [(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) + qU 0 (W2R
)][−px0 (ao∗
R ) − 1] = 0
∂a

These conditions may be rewritten and lead to conditions (2) and (3). Equalizing these two
conditions leads to the result presented in condition (11).

Under risk, when the insurer does not observe the adaptation effort, the first-order conditions
are:

∂EU (W )
u∗
u∗
= p(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) − (1 − p)qU 0 (W2R
)=0
∂F
∂EU (W )
u∗
0
u∗
= −(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) − (1 + x0 (au∗
R ))qU (W2R ) = 0
∂a

These conditions may be rearranged so as to give conditions (4) and (5):

u∗
u∗
u∗
(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) + qU 0 (W2R
) = qU 0 (W2R
)×

1
p

u∗
u∗
0
u∗
(1 − q)U 0 (W1R
) + qU 0 (W2R
) = −x0 (au∗
R )W0 qU (W2R )

The LHS of these conditions are identical. Therefore, equalizing the RHS leads to the following
result:
−x0 (au∗
R )W0 =

This condition is the same as condition (11).
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Appendix 2: Proof of Proposition 2

Under uncertainty, when the insurer observes the forest owner’s adaptation effort, the first-order
conditions are given by conditions (7) and (8). Equalizing these two conditions leads to the following
result:
−x0 (ao∗
U )W0 =

1
p

Under uncertainty, when the insurer does not observe the adaptation effort, the first-order
conditions are:


∂EV (W )
u∗
u∗
= Eϕ̃ φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃][q̃U 0 (W2U
)(p − 1) + (1 − q̃)U 0 (W1U
)p] = 0
∂F

∂EV (W )
u∗
0
u∗
= Eϕ̃ φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃][q̃U 0 (W2U
)(−1 − x0 (au∗
U )) − (1 − q̃)U (W1U )] = 0
∂a

Rearranging these conditions leads to conditions (9) and (10). The LHS of conditions (9) and
(10) are identical, and equalizing the RHS leads to the result presented in condition (12). This
condition (12) is different from the condition obtained under uncertainty and observability. It
depends on the forest owner’s uncertainty preferences as follows.
If the individual is uncertainty-neutral (φ00 = 0), then the optimal adaptation effort is such that
the RHS of condition (12) is equal to zero.
Under uncertainty aversion (φ00 < 0), the two covariance terms, cov(φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃], EUa0 ) and
cov(φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃], EUF0 ), are positive. Indeed, the two terms, φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃] and EU 0 , vary in the same
way with an increase in the loss x. When x increases, the wealth W decreases, the utility decreases
and φ0 [U (W ), ϕ̃] increases. In the same manner, when x increases, the wealth W decreases, and
since U 0 > 0, EU 0 increases. Consequently, the RHS of condition (12) is positive and the optimal
level of the adaptation effort is higher than under uncertainty neutrality.
If the forest owner is uncertainty-prone (φ00 > 0), then the RHS of condition (12) is negative
and the optimal level of the adaptation effort is lower than under uncertainty neutrality.
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